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Unexpected Activists 

Homemakers Club and Gay 

Teens at the Local Library 

The Berea College students introduced in the previous chapter 

were exceptional advocates. The ecumenical Christian college's mission 

to provide a free education to Appalachia's poorest but most promising 

youth drew dynamic student leaders who were likely to be as socially pro- 

gressive as they were deeply spiritual.l But, despite the students' efforts 

in 2001, Representative Napier was never publicly compelled to explain 

his claim that no gay people lived in his district. So, in a well-crafted re- 

sponse to Napier's assertion, students at the college conducted a signature 

drive the weeks preceding the Kentucky Fairness Alliance (KFA) Lobby 

Day the following year to prove Napier wrong. 

After spreading the word about the drive on the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
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and transgender (LGBT) student group's website and Yahoo Groups dis- 

cussion list and working in shifts between classes and through the lunch 

hour at the campus student union, the Berea students gathered more than 

400 signed postcards to hand-deliver at KFA's 2002 Lobby Day that called 

on Napier to acknowledge that LGBT people live in his district. In a town 

of 9,800, 400 signatures demonstrated that Napier had a visible constitu- 

ency with which to contend. 

When I found the Berea students in the Kentucky State Capitol's base- 

ment cafeteria that February morning in 2002, they were finalizing plans 

for how best to use their stacks of postcards in their appeals to Napier. 

The KFA arranged for me to shadow the student lobbyists and offer any 

insights I might have from my experiences as a queer-youth organizer in 

California. Some of the students quizzed me about life in San Francisco, 

but they did not seem to assume any of my political work made me an ex- 

pert here. They had the confidence of youth activists open to suggestions 

from adult allies but clearly on their own mission. 

35 
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We wound our way through the maze of stairwells and drab green 

tiled corridors leading out of the basement to the representatives' offces 

on the floors above. A KFA staff member had already slipped upstairs to 

Napier's offce and scheduled our group for a brief face-to-face meeting. I 

followed the three students and one adult Parents and Friends of Lesbians 

and Gays (PFLAG) member as they filed into the offce and presented the 
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postcards to Napier. The representative, a white man in his late fifties with 

a receding hairline that met thin wisps of unnaturally brownish-orange 

hair, shifted awkwardly in his high-back black leather chair as the students 

enthusiastically described the success of their postcard campaign. Napier 

thumbed through the neon-yellow cards held together by thick rainbow- 

colored rubber bands, then quickly passed them to his legislative aide. He 

thanked the young people for their time as he rose from behind his desk 

and moved toward the door. Seth, a white 17-year-old Berea freshman, 

shuffled forward and formally asked Napier to reconsider his opposition 

to the statewide Fairness Bill that, if passed, would add sexual orientation 

and gender identity to Kentucky's nondiscrimination statutes. Clearing his 

throat and putting on the broadest smile he could muster, Napier placed 

his hand on Seth's shoulder and said, "Son, I'm sorry, because I know you 

don't agree with me on this. But I don't believe in supporting gay people's 

rights, because it's bad for families." 

Longtime PFLAG-Berea member Ed McCurley wryly responded, 

"Whose families, Representative Napier?" Ed began recounting the diff- 

culties his own son had as a gay man growing up in their county. Before 

Ed could continue, Representative Napier's assistant, a blond-haired white 

woman not much older than the Berea students wearing the stately pearls 

and pantsuit of someone twice her age, said, "I'm afraid we'll have to end 

here. Representative Napier has to attend to the state's business." The stu- 

dents poured into the hallway to vent about the conversation. Ed confided 

to me that he expected nothing more out of Napier than the polite rebuff 

we received but figured it was a start. With a renewed sense of purpose 

fueled by their anger at Napier's recalcitrance, the students headed to their 
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next round of KFA Lobby Day visits. KFA staffers had already booked the 

students' appointments, focusing them on the task of thanking the Fair- 

ness Bill's handful of stalwart legislative supporters.2 
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Strangely Familiar 

Familiarity is the lingua franca of the rural. Community belonging turns 

not on appeals to difference deserving equal respect or claims to fictive 

kinship ("We are all the same under the skin") but a plea to be seen first 

and foremost as a member of your family no matter how different you 

may seem. In other words, the politics of visibility out in the country 

turns on the fulcrum of "family."3 

Family is the primary category through which rural community mem- 

bers assert their right to be respected and prioritized by power brokers 

like Lonnie Napier. For Representative Napier, queerness was something 

that existed elsewhere, a bad influence that invaded from the outside 

through media (or too liberal a college education). Because he did not 

imagine gay people—or enough of them—could or should be local to his 

community, Napier did not feel obliged to pay much attention to mat- 

ters of LGBT discrimination. The Berea students and PFLAG members 

believed that proving gay people existed in their communities was the 

first critical step toward LGBT social justice and political advancement. 

But existence alone was not enough. Particular categories of recognition 

count more than others in a politics of LGBT visibility carried out in rural 

communities. 
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Strangers, those not clearly marked by a familiar family name or pres- 

ence in the political economies of small towns, are easily dismissed as in- 

terlopers meddling in local affairs. Ed McCurley, a tall, thin white man 

with a metered drawl honed by his years as a local First Christian Church 

Disciples of Christ pastor, understood this. Most of his lobbying experi- 

ence came from time spent as a volunteer member on his regional Hu- 

man Rights Commission through the 1970s and early 1980s. He told me 

that much of that work was about making white community members 

come to see black residents not as strangers but as "locals struggling to 

raise their families as much as the next guy." One's credentials as "just an- 

other local" are pivotal to the broader politics of rural recognition and 

representation. 

Invoking "family," as both Lonnie Napier and Pastor McCurley did, 

proves to be, literally and figuratively, a key strategy in the politics of 

rural LGBT visibility. LGBT-identifying youth and their advocates 

routinely draw on the currency of their family ties to legitimate their 

right to representation and counter accounts—whether from locals like 

Napier or in popular media—that they do not exist. Arguably, this is 
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a version of the strategy of sameness with a twist ("We're just like ev- 

eryone else") common to LGBT political organizing.4 That approach can 

buy some advances in mainstream recognition, particularly for middle- 

class, white, gender-normative gays, lesbians, and transsexual people, 

but it does so at the cost of marginalizing those who resist or cannot 
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fit the expectations of gendered and sexual normalcy this strategy de- 

mands. While a strategy of sameness exacts a price in rural communi- 

ties too, it arguably carries a different exchange rate. Cities are built on 

a pride in what sociologist Georg Simmel theorized as "the aggregation 

of so many people with such differentiated interests" produced by the 

"conditions of metropolitan life" (Simmel 1950, 410). Rural communi- 

ties, on the other hand, organize around an appreciation for solidarity 

expressed through blending in. Sameness is neither hard to come by 

nor much to ask for in a small town. But a semblance of sameness, par- 

ticularly rooted in family connections, purchases something valued in 

rural communities: the sense of familiarity and belonging so central to 

structures of rural life. 

Historically, an unspoken agreement operated in rural communities: 

queer difference was allowed to quietly exist, if not flourish, as long as 

it did not interfere with one's commitments to family and community. 

As historian John Howard argues, the imposition of silence around dif- 

ference and the valuing of silence concerning sexual matters left room 

for rural individuals to "choose to utilize silences or silencing" to ex- 

plore their queer sense of difference (Howard 1999, 31). As Howard notes, 

relied on a careful etiquette of revelation and (dis) 

"Queer discourse . . 

identification" (Howard 1999, Of course power relations could, 

at any arbitrary moment, pin a case of community disruption on queer 

difference, particularly if it seemed to upset social orders of gender, class, 

and race that structured rural life. But silences could certainly be queerly 

productive (Howard 1999, 257 98). 
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The logic of visibility—"being out and proud"—that organizes contem- 

porary LGBT identities and social movements and saturates media repre- 

sentations of them (genericizing how LGBT people look or politically act) 

has made it harder, arguably impossible, for queer differences to go un- 

named or unspoken in rural places.6 LGBT-identifying rural young people 

and their advocates respond to these expectations of visibility while main- 

taining their commitments to familiarity by articulating their queerness 

through the norms of their communities, particularly under the rubric of 

"family." 
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The Stakes of Family Belonging 

Cultural theorist Raymond Williams was one of the first scholars to note 

that popular representations juxtaposing an idyllic but stagnant coun- 

dynamic city life produced a fictional binary that justified 

the maginalization and plunder of countrysides in the name of modern 

prggæs.7 Presumptions of familiarity, rooted in these mythic notions of 

rural life as simple and static, do not square with the dramatic upheaval 

and turbulent realities of rural communities.8 They do, however, signal the 

shared anxieties that structure everyday rural life. 

In a small town or rural area, family ties transform the strange or the 

queer into something (someone) recognizable. Even if an individual is a 

stranger to some, they could be someone's kin.9 This is not nostalgic sen- 

timentality. The possibility of a local family connection gives every rural 

resident a claim to community membership. Community standing, and 
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family connections in particular, has tangible consequences. Although 

compromised by severe cuts in state and federal spending, the tax base 

and philanthropic reservoirs of urban areas still provide a publicly funded 

safety net of social services. The industrial restructuring and subsequent 

outsourcing of manufacturing jobs that began in the 1980s, while cer- 

tainly damaging to the U.S. national economy, further exacerbated the 

deeply entrenched economic marginalization experienced by the rural 

regions of Central Appalachia in which I worked.10 Ihese areas are de- 

fined by a lack of education and job opportunities and poverty rates that 

run at 22.1%, nearly twice the national average.n Ihe relief and assistance 

provided by homeless and domestic violence shelters, confidential health 

care, anonymous psychological counseling, food banks, public programs 

for job placement, and a range of continuing-education programs linked 

to local employers, though woefully inadequate in cities, are, for the most 

part, completely absent from the rural landscape.12 Families are where job 

information circulates, housing opportunities are extended, and most of 

the civic services we associate with "public works" happen in rural com- 

munities. As such, rural LGBT identity politics rely almost exclusively on 

public faces that look "just like everyone else" not just to integrate into 

local communities, but to maintain their access to the bare necessities 

needed to get by. 
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Crusading for Family 

In the 1970s sociologist Howard Becker turned the definition of social de- 
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viance on its head. He argued that social relations of power rather than 

individual attributes or behaviors determine what (and whom) we label 

a breach of societal norms. Becker referred to those who write the rules 

of social order, the codes of recognition that confer legitimacy or abjec- 

tion, as moral entrepreneurs. Becker contended that two kinds of moral 

entrepreneurs crusade for social order: rule creators and rule enforcers 

(Becker 1973, 147). Berea students and PFLAG members like Pas- 

tor Ed saw their struggle for the recognition of LGBT people as a moral 

crusade. They battled to change the rules of rural social order that de- 

fined gay people as out of place and LGBT-identifying youth as victims 

of nefarious urban sprawl seeping through the television set. Instead, they 

argued, LGBT individuals deserved acknowledgment and justice as local 

family members and, thus, recognition as integral community constitu- 

ents. These crusaders were creative forces in the fight to redefine LGBT 

youth as "family," but they had considerably less power to enact their defi- 

nitions on the rule of law. 

The Kentucky state representative, on the other hand, traffcked in both 

kinds of moral entrepreneurship. Representative Napier took his cues as 

a rule creator from popular conservative religious rhetoric that labeled 

homosexuality an excessive, sinful lifestyle and from popular representa- 

tions of homosexuality as an exclusively urban phenomenon, a moral de- 

cay that city dwellers brought on themselves.13 But thanks to his family's 

long history in the area (and the wealth and connections that accompany 

it), Napier corners the offcial market as a rule enforcer. He, like many 

of his counterparts in Kentucky's most rural state electoral districts, is a 

career rule enforcer. He has held his representative's seat since 1985. Voter 
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disaffection and economic realities render rural representatives de facto 

legislative rule enforcers. Less than half the voter-eligible population of 

Kentucky votes, and rural districts rarely draw more than 30% of their 

residents registered to vote. In truth, there is little outright competition 

for the role of rule enforcer. The more rural a Kentucky state representa- 

tive's district, the more likely it is that he (and 87 of Kentucky's 100 state 

representative seats are held by men) is an incumbent facing no electoral 

opponent.14 To put this in perspective, note that, as in other low-tax-base 

states, even though the salaries are not comparable to what lawyers and 

businesspeople might make in the private sector, it pays to be a Kentucky 
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public offcial.15 That said, there are disproportionately fewer citizens in 

rural communities with the means to run for and hold public offce. The 

limited number of local positions of political power—and circumscribed 

power at that—actually intensifies the power dynamics, particularly the 

strategic use of "legitimacy"—claims to one's status as a local, at the rural 

community level (McAreavey 2006, 96—97). It is precisely the heightened 

sense of familiarity through proximity, the spatial dynamics of rural so- 

Cial relations of power, or what feminist geographer Doreen Massey calls 

power geometries," that gives locals crusading for LGBT recognition a 

fighting chance (Massey 1994, 22). 

I use the following thick description of how one local organization 

brought the discussion of gay teens to the center of their small town to 

illustrate how "family" can be used to counter the alienation of being 
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considered a queer stranger. It also exposes the tensions between a poli- 

tics of visibility and strategies of familiarity when taken to the rural town 

square rather than the State Capitol. A strategy of familiarity can only 

carry LGBT visibility so far in places with limited venues and resources 

on hand to sustain the work of transforming strangers into familiar locals. 

With the exception of Berea, the majority of rural youth I met lived in 

communities that had no progressive college campuses and few venues 

available to campaign publicly for the transformation of queer strangers 

into familiar locals. They worked against a media backdrop and an urban- 

focused social movement that represented them as strangers in a strange 

land. Most importantly, powerful local moral entrepreneurs blocked their 

passage out of this narrow field of representation. 

Bringing Strangers Home: 

Grayson County Homemakers Advocate for Queer Youth 

After several e-mail exchanges, I met Mary Bird in May 2002 at Ryan's 

Family Steakhouse, an all-you-can-eat buffet restaurant in Elizabethtown, 

Kentucky. You can't miss Elizabethtown if you're driving east from Lou- 

isville. It's the only sizable town with more than one interstate exit for 80 

miles. Yet Ryan's seemed so empty. The endless rows of green, faux-leather 

booths only added to the restaurant's air of inordinate size. There were a 

handful of elderly customers taking advantage of the early-bird dinner dis- 

count, but the place obviously didn't rely on this meager late lunch or early 

dinner crowd. Ryan's made its money on the weekends from after-church- 

goers and working families from neighboring towns in the county. It was 
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the destination of choice for large family gatherings in need of an inexpen- 

Sive place to host birthdays, anniversaries, and other special occasions. 

I was there to meet Mary Bird, president of the Grayson County 

Homemakers Club, to discuss presenting on a panel that her club was or- 

ganizing. Typically, Homemakers Clubs sponsor toy drives and bake sales 

for school supplies. The Grayson County Homemakers Club planned to 

host a community forum on gay teens. When Mary and I talked on the 

phone about where to meet for lunch, one of the first things she said was, 

I calm down, I do 

. but, after I . 

"As you .. 

you can see, I stutter . 

better. Have done this all my life. As a child, it was hell. I think that gives 

some insight into how cruel people can be because you are 

me some .. 

different." 

Indeed, when we met in person, Mary's head nodded and her hands 

gestured as though she were using her body to coax her thoughts from 

her mind. Despite the meter of her delivery, her words had a striking 

eloquence. When I asked about her motivation for getting the Grayson 

County Homemakers Club to host this one-day informational session on 

the needs of gay teens, Mary smiled and said: 

You have to understand, this is my ... my passion, reaching out, trying 

to help parents—anyone—to understand the process of acceptance. My 

daughter is a lesbian. She is the most precious gift I was given, and she's 
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wonderful just the way she is. When the church nuts get too close to me 

or my heart, I tell them, "Look, God has given us many mysteries that 

have no answers." I don't question how or why my daughter is who she is; 

I just feel very blessed that my daughter is a lesbian, as she has opened a 

path I may have never seen or walked or experienced in my lifetime. 

When we met, Mary was 60 years old and had been married for 31 

years. After a lifetime working as assemblers at the General Electric plant 

in Louisville, Kentucky, Mary and her husband retired and moved back 

to his hometown of Leitchfield, Kentucky, for "family and a slower pace 

of life," as Mary put it. 'Ihey live on a 35-acre farm a little more than an 

hour's drive from Louisville and only 30 minutes from Elizabethtown, the 

seat of neighboring Hardin County. Mary has been a member of PFLAG 

since 1989, and she held the president's seat in the Metro Louisville P FLAG 

chapter for more than three years. "I am the P FLAG contact person here," 

Mary informed me. "We have no chapter anywhere in or near Grayson 

County." 
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When Mary first moved to Leitchfield, she wondered how she would 

be able to continue her PFLAG work. She said she felt "lost" until the day 

she talked with a woman at the Grayson County Extension Offce about 

clubs for area residents interested in charity or social-service work: 

She asked what I did in Louisville before I retired. Well, to say the least, I 

had no idea what to tell her, but I felt I didn't have anything to lose since 

I knew very few people. My husband knows more of these people, as he 
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was raised here. I told her about PFLAG, my daughter being a lesbian, 

and fighting for civil and human rights with our gay community. Well, 

she pointed out one club that would be liberal enough for me and what 

I'd shared about my interests. She was right. They are the most under- 

standing group of women I could ever have hoped to meet. 

Ihat group was Grayson County's Kentucky Extension Homemakers As- 

sociation (KEHA). All 120 counties in Kentucky have University of Ken- 

tucky Cooperative Extension Service offces. These Extension offces are 

a networked system of outreach to "take the University to the people in 

their local communities," housed in the College of Agriculture at the Uni- 

versity of Kentucky. lhe University of Kentucky and its land-grant part- 

ner, Kentucky State University, jointly administer the Kentucky Coopera- 

tive Extension Service. It offers educational programs in agricultural and 

natural resources, family and consumer sciences, 4-H and youth devel- 

opment, and community and economic development. It bills itself as the 

"local front door" to the University of Kentucky campus—the Common- 

wealth's flagship public research institution. One or more agents work as 

full-time Extension Service employees in each of the Commonwealth's 120 

county cooperative offces. 

The Extension Service model began nationally in 1914 when county, 

state, and federal governments organized to provide citizens direct and 

local access to the knowledge public universities generated. The col- 

laboration partners the U.S. Department of Agriculture with county 

governments and a national web of land-grant universities. University 

of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service county agents serve as the 

link between local communities and faculty, staff, and resource special- 
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ists on the Lexington campus at the University of Kentucky and in all 

the university's colleges, and with faculty and staff located at the West- 

ern Kentucky Research and Education Center. These local county agents 

coordinate and provide educational programs for their constituents 
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through meetings, workshops, field trips, consulting, and web or satellite 

broadcasts of University of Kentucky—based events. They also provide 

publications, newsletters, computer programs, videotapes, and other ed- 

ucational materials to county residents and Extension organizations and 

associations. 

The Extension Service's stated values are: valuing diversity and capital 

izing on its potential to strengthen programs; being locally driven, flex- 

ible, and responsive; identifying and supporting high-priority statewide 

programming thrusts; educating people to solve problems, make deci- 

sions, and embrace change; applying knowledge and research-based in- 

formation; accomplishing work through collaboration, volunteerism, and 

leadership development; fostering an empowered and contributing peo- 

ple; developing youth, adults, families, and communities; and fostering ef- 

fective lifelong use of personal and natural resources. Woven within the 

above goals are implicit tensions. So, for example, these extralocal service 

agencies must negotiate moral and market values for "diversity" in fairly 

homogenous places that put a premium on familiarity. The state's invest- 

ment in "diversity" can register as a dismissal of local valuing of familiar- 

ity and an indictment of relying on it in response to deep-set poverty and 
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economic disenfranchisement. Calls for "diversity" look suspiciously like 

glossy marketing campaigns meant to soften Kentucky's image as a rac- 

ist, backwater state. Locally, these efforts have been part of a wider sales 

pitch to open rural communities' raw materials to global capital flows and 

capital expansion projects like the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) that have, by most measures, been devastating to all but a few 

local elites.16 

So how do Extension Services motivate communities to "embrace 

change" that pushes against rural structures of familiarity and often privi- 

leges statewide "high-priority programming thrusts" perceived to benefit 

few in the community? They draft off of the rhetoric of familiarity and 

create jobs that establish their agency's legitimate presence as a "locally 

driven" community-based organization. These agencies provide stable 

jobs to locals in communities where only 63% of community residents 

have full-time year-round employment opportunities and the median 

household income is $25,861.17 The entrepreneurial individuals who land 

these positions circulate state resources made available through Extension 

offces and work to creatively mitigate tensions between local and state 

interests. As important resource distribution points and bridges between 
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local and extralocal concerns, local offce agents operate as moral entre- 

preneurs occupying a somewhat unique position in the social relations of 

rural power geometries. 

Mary wasted little time in joining the Clarkson Club, Grayson Coun- 
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ty's local Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association, and making it 

her base for LGBT youth advocacy. Ihe Grayson County Homemakers 

Club had nine members when she joined. "Three or four of them are 

very religious and believe being gay is a sin but understand the educa- 

tion part of what we are trying to do," Mary said in characterizing her 

fellow homemakers. "We have been giving out information and slowly 

doing 'back door' work here. We won two awards [from the Lincoln Area 

Homemakers Association] in the last two years for things we have done 

for our community. ... Some of it was gay-relative [about gay issues]." As 

Mary noted: 

These Homemakers Clubs do crafts, help with the county fair and educa- 

tion on all sort of things, but nothing about being gay. Our club went 

to them with the idea of a project on this topic [gay youth] when I first 

came down here. It was at a counselor [Kentucky Cooperative Extension 

agent employee] meeting, I got up and very briefly explained. None of 

them wanted to be a part of our project, which came as no surprise. 

Mary's club had so successfully managed events that leaders from the 

Homemakers Association for the Lincoln Trail Area encouraged them to 

apply for grants at the statewide County Extension level. Mary Bird be- 

lieved that, with the right mixture of residents and educational resources, 

she could transform the Homemakers Club from a local support group 

into a vehicle for collective action toward LGBT visibility. Mary was still 

optimistic as she told me, in 2002, how it all began. 

I knew a little about grants from my work with the [Louisville] Metro 

PFLAG, so we went ahead and submitted a proposal. We got one right 

off the bat from the KEHA. Our project won First Place. I think it was 
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the first Homemakers Club award for this county, and now we have the 

first grant. We're using that grant money for the Fall 2002 event we are 

having—a gay teen informational forum. We will have a doctor, a min- 

ister, a teacher, a gay youth and some parents. I'm trying to line up my 

speakers now. 
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It was Mary's search for additional speakers able to add to the event's 

authoritative, informational, and educational appearance that led to our 

meeting. The club had asked me to talk about my research on young peo- 

ple questioning their sexuality and gender and how they find support and 

information living in rural Kentucky. Mary had heard about me through 

one of the other speakers she had already recruited, Natalie Reteneller, 

director of the Louisville Youth Group (LYG). Before planning the gay 

youth informational event, Mary had made some inroads into providing 

LGBT-specific information to area teens and social-service providers, but 

not enough to leave her feeling that there was adequate support for lo- 

cal youth. "I have been e-mailed by a few students at the school. Most 

are 0K, or at least they think they are," she mentioned. "One guy's family 

didn't understand much. The healthcare service here did understand and 

took the information and my card, but I have yet to get a call from them 

for more resources. 

Mary was provoked to go to all of this trouble to set up a forum not by 

any specific local incident but because it frustrated her that the negative 

views of a couple of loud conservative religious leaders seemed to be the 
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only ones heard in her community. She wanted to create an alternative for 

her small town and make it a better place for young people she imagined 

must be living in her midst, even if they weren't reaching out to her in 

large numbers. I asked Mary why she felt such a pressing need to get in- 

formation out in her newly adopted community, and she replied: 

Well, what I do know about rural life is that there are many here not 

educated enough to understand [gay issues]. Many are very poor . . 

and I'm not sure they'd know what gay was if it hit them in the face! 

Many think, after all my letters to the editor, that I'm "the gay lady." See 

what I mean? They don't get it. I have had to write a few church min- 

isters for their articles in the paper about homosexuals. One of them 

kept on writing to me, and, finally, I had to pull out all the stops. I told 

him it looked like hate letters to me. After this he stopped for a while.... 

I'm living in a community where people are fighting and being sued by 

the ACLU for having the Ten Commandments on the courthouse wall! 

There are so many churches that moral views are the rule. When we get 

ready to do this forum, I'm sure I will get run out of town or no one 

will show up. Either way, they will have something to talk about for a 

few days. 
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For Mary and the Homemakers Club, this was as much a fight for the 

right to publicly advocate for recognition of rural LGBT and questioning 

young people as it was an effort to use the Homemakers Club, as a rep- 

resentative body of community mothers, to protect the young people of 
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their county. As sociologist K. L. Broad and her colleagues found in their 

studies of PFLAG, activists like Mary Bird and her fellow Homemakers 

can use their symbolic roles as moms to appropriate and redefine the 

rhetoric of "family" and regain territory once thought lost to conserva- 

tives in the "family values" culture wars (Broad, Crawley, and Foley 2004, 

510—13). Rural communities, however, must contend with a different kind 

of terrain and conditions for such a battle where "family" carries more 

than symbolic weight. 

Countering Indoctrination and Stereotypes 

Mary worked tirelessly on the invitation to the informational panel about 

and for gay teens. At first, it was a one-page flyer that said "Grayson 

County Homemakers Club invites you to An Hour of Personal Conversa- 

tion with Gay Teens and other Professionals on What it's like to be gay." 

"I really need it to be clear," Mary said, "but, also, it must not sound like 

it is promoting. 'These people here don't know the difference between that 

and education." 

The presentation was scheduled to take place Saturday, September 14, 

2002, from 1 to 3 P.M., on the third floor of the Grayson County Court- 

house at 10 Public Square, in Leitchfield, Kentucky. The end of the an- 

nouncement listed Mary Bird's cell phone and home phone numbers and 

her e-mail address. Mary proudly placed these words in bold along the 

bottom of the flyer: "Program funded in part by a Development Grant 

from the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association." After sending 

out the invitation and immediately getting "three hits [e-mail messages] 

wanting flyers," Mary debated spicing up the ad with some catchy phrases 

that might draw attention, like "1. Are you curious? 2. Everything you 
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ever wanted to know! 3. Help others understand. 4. Stop Homophobic re- 

marks, come and learn firsthand. 5 Examine your own biases. 6. What is 

Sexual Orientation?" But as the day of the presentation drew near, Mary 

expressed her growing concern that the event would be poorly received if 

it did not seem "neutral" enough. "I guess I'm getting nervous," she said 

in one of our e-mail exchanges. "We need to keep this educational, and 
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maybe tiptoe into all the other stuff. If you give them too much informa- 

tion, will it be only [gay] rights they hear?" She added: 

This isn't Louisville, and I've seen people get up and leave over nothing. 

My biggest fear is we will have preachers wanting to debate the Bible, 

and some of my friends coming from Metro [Louisville] PFLAG like to 

get into this. There's nothing wrong with that, but not here. They will go 

home, and I have to stay and live here. We need to keep it as peaceful as 

possible. 

Mary Bird's strategy of remaining "neutral" and keeping it as "educational" 

as possible to avoid engaging 'preachers wanting to debate" on the surface 

may seem similar to the normalizing strategies sociologist Jessica Fields 

insightfully notes in her study of PFLAG's political work. Fields found 

that parents of lesbians and gays often advocate for LGBT social justice 

by arguing that their gay sons and lesbian daughters are just like anyone 

else.18 Parents also use these appeals to sameness to minimize their own 

residual stigma and recoup their family's reputation as "normal." In do- 

ing so, P FLAG activists invoke and reinforce gender and sexual norms.19 
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Fields raises the critical question of whether "looking like everyone else" 

is an accomplishment or a derailment for progressive LGBT social move- 

ment and identities and, ultimately, decides it is a setback (Fields 2001, 

166). 

To be sure, Mary's efforts to tone down the presentation narrow the 

discussion of LGBT experience. However, the conversation in rural com- 

munities hinges not on whether LGBT youth look like everyone else as 

much as do they live here at all. What these youth looked like mattered 

much less if Mary could convince her rural community that they were 

its own children. Mary's anxieties about the need to keep the discussion 

"neutral" and "as peaceful as possible" came from a different concern. She 

knew that the subtle power geometries of familiarity in her small town 

might raise the question of her standing as a local, and therefore her 

right to raise the question of LGBT young people's place in the commu- 

nity. Opinions voiced publicly in small towns, even those from a pulpit, 

spotlighted individuals, not organizations. Much as Arlene Stein found in 

her study of a small, economically troubled Oregon logging town, "Tak- 

ing a stand on a divisive issue can .. . be a scary prospect, threatening 

the pervasive belief in small-town solidarity" (Stein 2001, 192—93). One 
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strategy Mary felt she could use to "keep it peaceful" and therefore man- 

age her own arguably tenuous status as a local-in-solidarity was to build 

a focus on information rather than debate into the event's structure. "So, 

right before we start," Mary recited to me over the phone, as she practiced 
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her opening remarks, "it's going to be made clear this is not a debate, so 

please don't try and make it one. Then I close things up and ask people 

to talk to our guests and have refreshments. We will give everyone in the 

audience a packet of information when they come in with an evaluation 

sheet to fill out, and have them give it to us before leaving." 

Press coverage was also going to be a strategy for making sure that 

the presentation's "offcial story," as Mary put it, was as accurate and clear 

as possible. The News-Enterprise, a paper in neighboring Elizabethtown, 

contacted Mary about covering the event and profiling some of the panel 

speakers. The extensive cover story they published was a favorable and 

sympathetic piece on the importance of the Homemakers Club's efforts in 

Grayson County. Between the lines, the article distinguished Elizabeth- 

town as a more sophisticated place, with less need for such programming 

efforts. Elizabethtown did, after all, have a gay-affrming Metropolitan 

Community Church congregation. Moral crusaders in other small towns 

used the Homemakers' gay teen forum to mark their sophistication and 

modernity, playing out the power dynamics of rivalry and hierarchy that 

pit neighboring rural communities against one another in an economy of 

scarcity. 

The Grayson County News Gazette also contacted Mary for information 

about reporting on the presentation. Mary was far from surprised when 

she later learned from the News-Enterprise reporter that people were call- 

ing the paper, threatening to picket the Homemakers Club presentation. 

Mary dismissed the picketing threat as "a scare tactic," adding, "I really 

don't think anyone will do anything, but I'm going to go talk to the sher- 

iff and chief of police to remind them about what we are doing. I expect 
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they'll do their jobs if there's any trouble." 

On September 8, only six days before the Homemakers Club event, 

Mary Bird e-mailed an urgent call for help. It began, "We were booted out 

of the space [for the presentation] we have had for months at the Gray- 

son County Courthouse! After going around and around with a clerk (the 

judge was not there), they wouldn't budge." Mary explained in the e-mail 

why the Homemakers were being blocked from using the courthouse 

facilities: 
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We know he [the judge] has been pressured to do this. The clerk never 

really gave me an answer as to why our reservation for the space had 

been cancelled, but she gave me her opinion why we shouldn't be allowed 

in—which I didn't ask for. But this room is used by lots of groups, from 

music on Friday, to Saturday/Sunday fundraisers and church singing. I 

have cried, but understood this could happen, but it makes me feel alone. 

We have had three members quit our club so now we're down to six from 

pressure from their families and them not being able to speak up.. .. We 

now are going to meet at the Grayson County Public Library.... Please 

pass this on to anyone who might have been coming.... Peace to all.— 

From one fighting Mama, Mary Bird. 

After pushing Grayson County Courthouse staff to explain the cancel- 

lation of the Homemakers Club reservation, Mary received a letter from 

the courthouse clerk saying that the room had been "reserved under false 

pre-tenses [sic]." The letter further asserted that Mary had misrepresented 
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the program as a collaborative event of the Grayson County Extension 

Offce and the Homemakers Club. Mary was outraged by both the impli- 

cation that she had misled the clerk and by the suggestion that the Exten- 

Sion Offce was involved in any way. 

Indeed, when Mary originally approached the Extension Offce re- 

questing use of their logos and other support typically provided by the 

"local door" to the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 

she was told that she would not be allowed to bill the program as offcially 

connected to the Extension Offce. As Mary explained the Extension Of- 

fice's intentional distance from this Homemakers Club event, I came to 

understand why, early on, it was important to Mary for the club to appear 

as neutral on the topic of gay teens as possible. As she explained it: 

Flhe Extension Offce in Grayson County has given us no support. We put 

in for the statewide Extension grant as a single club because this agent 

here wanted to change the program where it wasn't all about gays but 

was, more generally, a diversity program. Or, she said, we could have a 

debate on the gay issue. When she said this, I knew she had no idea what 

she was talking about. You can't debate this safely. On a state level, when 

we pleaded to use the University of Kentucky Extension logos, we were 

denied. The reason they gave us was because it was not a program they 

approved, since it didn't come out of the Extension Offce at the county 

level. 
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Moving away from her initial praise for the University of Kentucky's fore- 
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sight in supporting the need for this programming, Mary cynically specu- 

lated that they only gave the Homemakers the grant because she called 

relentlessly. She said, "I think they gave it to us to cover themselves, so we 

could not yell, 'Discrimination!' That doesn't say much about how they 

feel about what we're doing. Does it?" 

Mary ended her e-mail lamenting the absence of her supportive "cho- 

sen family" of fellow PFLAG members and LGBT activists she left behind 

in Louisville. But she was buoyed by her characteristic optimism that the 

event would overcome the obstacles it faced: 

I cried all day yesterday, even though I knew this might happen. Made 

me think of all I had experienced in Louisville ... plenty of bad stuff like 

this, but I had a community there. When I lived in Louisville, there was a 

large family all over the city. We did have nine members of this club do- 

ing this, and we now have only six. I thought for a while I was going to 

have to clear out my den and have it [the program] here. But you know, I 

am a spirited person, and when the judge said "No," another door opened 

for us, from the library. So it will all work out. 

Mary does not position the urban scene of Louisville as a place where 

such "bad stuff" doesn't happen. What makes the city a refuge for Mary 

Bird is the presence of an extended "chosen family" of activists. Through 

sheer numbers, she and a network of LGBT activists could collectively 

mitigate the institutionalized discrimination exacted by moral crusaders 

with the power to lock them out of the county courthouse. They could 

also likely mobilize quickly to rent another (probably more fabulous) 10 

cation than a public library. But the lack of population and finances left 

Mary few places to turn in Leitchfield. As anthropologist Kath Weston 
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noted in her study of gays and lesbians living in the San Francisco Bay 

Area, "To the extent that gay men and lesbians mapped 'biology' and 

'choice' onto identities already opposed to one another (straight and gay, 

respectively), they polarized these two types of family" (Weston 1991, 28). 

Mary Bird lived some of this identity polarization as a PFLAG mom and 

LGBT ally in Louisville and drew strength from it. But she and the LGBT- 

identifying teens in her rural community arguably do not have the op- 

tion to draw political energy or resources from this polarization. In many 

ways, Mary mourned the reality that she now lived in a place that required 

the politics of LGBT visibility to contend with a structural need to build 
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on ties between families of choice and families one does not want or can- 

not afford to leave. Nurturing such a family in Leitchfield—for herself and 

others—continued to drive her determination to make the Homemakers 

Club presentation a success. 

Public Library Hosts the Homemakers Club Forum on Gay Teens 

Mary advertised the presentation in both of the local area papers. The 

Homemakers Club sent press releases to eleven papers in and around the 

area. Ihey used the local radio's community news program to broadcast 

a public service announcement. They contacted and sent flyers to all the 

regional colleges. 

On the morning of the presentation, the Homemakers Club stapled 

bright-yellow construction paper signs, announcing the "Gay Teen Talk," 

to the telephone poles that lined the route from Main Street to the Gray- 
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son County Public Library. A caravan of Mary Bird's family of support- 

ers—mostly members of the Louisville Youth Group and Metro Louisville 

PFLAG—had made their way to the 6,100-person community of Leitch- 

field, the county seat. The small library parking lot was completely filled 

thirty minutes before the start of the program, so people parked in the 

unpaved lot next door, too. 

The event program listed the guest speakers and their brief biographies 

to indicate their areas of expertise. The panel included myself, described 

as "a Ph.D. candidate in the Communication Department at the Univer- 

sity of California, San Diego" doing a "study on how rural LGBT youth 

access social services in KY and how the Internet plays a role in their 

lives." Mary added that I had "written a book on some of these findings," 

although I had published only on past research dealing with urban youth 

experiences. 

Dr. Stuart Urbach, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine at the Univer- 

sity of Louisville School of Medicine and a member of Louisville's Metro 

PFLAG, was also a speaker. He planned to address the science and con- 

temporary medical teachings on homosexuality. He was also the expert 

on hand for "basic human sexual information." Natalie Reteneller, director 

of the Louisville Youth Group, addressed how her organization helps and 

supports young people by "providing resources and a safe social place for 

gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender [youth] under the age of 21." 

Natalie encouraged Mary Bird to add two LYG youth leaders, Jakob 

and Michael. The program listed them together as "gay teens" slated to 
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share their experiences dealing with family and the importance of family 

support in the process of "coming out." 

The Reverend Cathy Porter, pastor of the Metropolitan Community 

Church (MCC) in Elizabethtown, also served as a panelist. With both a 

bachelor's and master's in social work, Reverend Porter joined the South- 

ern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville before leaving to become 

an MCC minister. As an ordained minister and a licensed clinical social 

worker, Porter was brought on to field "the Bible questions" that Mary 

expected would fill most of the question-and-answer session. Mrs. Carita 

Warner, vice president of Metro Louisville's chapter of P FLAG, was also 

present to describe the support group in Louisville and provide informa- 

tion about the PFLAG national organization. 

Mary Bird herself rounded out the guest list, billed as both the "contact 

for PFLAG in this area" and "the mother of a lesbian daughter and mem- 

ber of PFLAG since 1989." Mrs. Judy Weimer, a Metro Louisville PFLAG 

member, served as the program's moderator, introducing the speakers and 

keeping the question-and-answer session civil. Although conspicuously 

absent from the speaker's list, the remaining Homemakers Club members 

stood at the back of the room with brightly colored name tags, handing 

out information packets and slips of paper for the program evaluation 

as people filed into the room. Their absence from the event program but 

physical presence in the space marked them clearly as distinctly not ex- 

perts from elsewhere but local surrogate parents there for support. 

An overflow crowd piled into the Grayson County Public Library's 

Children's Reading Room for more than two hours of discussion. Forty- 
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three people attended. As is the case with many controversies, the event 

itself was relatively unremarkable compared to the incidents leading up to 

it. The forum drew more than a dozen supporters from out of town and 

a larger group of local community supporters. "Ibe Homemakers Club 

members had heard rumors from the reporters covering the talk that 

conservative Christians protesting the forum would overwhelm the event. 

The audience identified itself on the evaluation forms as counselors, fami- 

lies with gay or lesbian relatives, teens, and community leaders interested 

in learning more about lesbian and gay young people. By the forum's end, 

it was clear that only four members of the county's Independent Baptist 

Church had decided to attend the talk. Two men and two women stood 

along the back wall of the room with their arms folded, listening to the 

panelists and scanning the crowd occasionally to gauge the audience's re- 

actions to what was being said. 
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After the presentations, Mrs. Weimer invited questions from the audi- 

ence. Most people just wanted publicly to express thanks to the Home- 

makers Club for sponsoring the event. As predicted, though, the majority 

quizzed Reverend Porter on the finer details of Old Testament references 

to homosexuality and the ins and outs of Leviticus, the only biblical text 

that directly speaks to the "abomination" of homosexual acts. Until then, 

the Independent Baptist Church's minister had been quietly standing 

against the wall, hemmed in by children's crayon scrawls of handprints 

made out to look like Thanksgiving turkeys and autumn leaves. With only 
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a few minutes remaining in the time allowed for the meeting, he humbly 

asked for his "chance to be heard." 

Mary Bird was visibly upset by his interruption of the scheduled pro- 

gram but, after consulting her fellow homemakers, decided to let him 

speak. She prefaced turning over the floor to him with a brief reiteration 

that the event was not to be a debate over whether being gay is right or 

wrong, but merely about "informing people and giving support." With a 

shaky voice, the minister thanked Mary and proceeded to describe for the 

audience the deep burden he carried for all homosexuals. Ihe audience 

politely listened to the minister's outpouring of grief for the souls of these 

sinners. He argued that God's compassion was as important a part of this 

debate as anything said earlier by the guest speakers. He bowed his head 

and shook his clasped hands of interlaced fingers for a moment, then 

rested his overlapping palms against his chest. The crowd clapped thinly 

and briefly, then quickly headed to the cookies and punch at the back of 

the room. Mary and the program facilitator called the meeting to a close. 

I stood in the back waiting for the cookie line to thin while talking 

with Darrin, who referred to himself as "the only out gay person" at his 

high school. He was quick to add that he certainly was "not the only gay 

kid there." As Darrin and I talked, a taut, athletic woman in her late thir- 

ties, from the Baptist church, stepped to the young man's side and broke 

into our conversation, warmly inviting Darrin to their church. "You're 

friends with James, aren't you? He goes to our church. You should stop 

by some Sunday." Darrin was polite, nodded, then asked if the church was 

gay-affirming. "I don't really want to go somewhere that I can't just be 

who I am," he said. Ihe woman responded, in a coy tone, "Well, just come 
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by and see for yourself'.' 

She then shifted her attention to me. "Are you from Kentucky?" she 

asked. When I responded, "No, I was born and raised in California?' she 

gave me a knowing look and said, "Oh, I bet you'll be happy to go back 
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there when you're finished with your project." 

I defensively answered 

that I wasn't sure when I'd be back to California because "I'm enjoying 

the time with my partner's family—our two nephews, her grandmother." 

She added, "And, promoting your lifestyle." With that, she turned back to- 

ward Darrin, smiled, and walked away. Witty retorts spooled through my 

mind, but I knew nothing I could say would justify or redeem my pres- 

ence here. I was a stranger here brought to the event for my "expertise," 

validating queerness not only through my advocacy for LGBT and ques- 

tioning youth, but by bringing attention to the fact that queerness was 

easy to find in her small town. 

I later found out that several community members knew the Indepen- 

dent Baptist minister who spoke at the end of the question-and-answer 

session. They did not know him from his church. In fact, ministry was 

not his day job or full-time employment. One lesbian couple had bought a 

washer and dryer from his used-appliance shop, and a local gay man had 

sold groceries to him for years and gone to high school with his brother. 

I was somewhat used to vitriolic sermons shouted at me by anonymous 

preachers standing on the sidelines of Gay Pride parades, but this was 
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the first time I had seen anti-queer and pro-queer positions embodied in 

neighbors who actually knew each other personally. As illustrated by my 

exchanges with the Baptist Church member, community members' famil- 

iarity with one another only marked me more clearly as an out-of-place 

stranger. 

Aftermath of the Homemakers Club Presentation 

At the beginning of the presentation, the Metro Louisville PFLAG had 

handed out packets of materials. The overstuffed folders included PFLAG 

pamphlets, a copy of the flyer for the event, and articles with titles such 

as "Homosexuality and Religion" and "How to Talk with Other Parents" 

about having an LGBT or questioning child, published by PFLAG's na- 

tional offces. The evaluation sheets collected by the Homemakers Club 

at the end of the afternoon registered 100% support for the information 

presented. The Independent Baptist Church members declined to take the 

PFLAG packet, which included the event's evaluation sheets. Many who 

attended wanted more contact information for area resources. 

The following week, both the News-Enterprise of Hardin County and 

Leitchfield's own Grayson County News Gazette ran full feature stories 

on the Homemakers Club and its educational programming. Mary Bird 
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received calls from several people unable to attend but interested in receiv- 

ing copies of the packet the Homemakers Club handed out at the event. 

She was also contacted by a few gay-identifying teens who had wanted to 

come that day but whose parents would not allow them to attend. 
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As successful as the program was, Mary Bird and her fellow Home- 

makers Club members were exhausted by the end of it. After the pro- 

gram, Mary and the other Homemakers Club members debated disband- 

ing their KEHA club. "Maybe we should just be a club of women," Mary 

said in a sad, exasperated voice in our follow-up conversation. The next 

day, she sent this e-mail: 

When this is over, I will write every person who is on the UK [University 

of Kentucky] Board of Advisors and top people of Kentucky Extension 

Homemakers Association, and then I am going to quit. I am 60 years old 

and will not spend the rest of my life with a bunch of people with such 

closed minds. I can fill my time another way. I'll never quit PFLAG or 

being the contact person here—that's for life. But I am going to write all 

of the UK Advisors and let them know about the word "discrimination" 

and how we have been treated from the top of the Kentucky Extension 

Homemakers Association ... from logos to nonsupport from agents here. 

I then will resign from this club as a KEHA club. I did what I set out to 

do (a workshop), and now I have to wait and see if anyone reaches out. If 

no one does, at least they do know I am here. 

Despite the positive feedback and public show of support, the event's 

successes were not enough for Mary Bird. She and the Homemakers Club 

created a moment of visibility, public affrmation, and local acceptance 

for gay teens. Mary demonstrated locals' willingness to embrace LGBT- 

identifying youth as their own. But the lack of institutional support from 

the Extension Offce and county courthouse discouraged Mary. Local rule 

enforcers could too easily use their positions in the power geometries of 

small towns to control the limited venues making the politics of visibility 
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Mary preferred an exhausting prospect. While Mary decided to continue 

providing a presence for PFLAG in Leitchfield, she resigned from the 

Homemakers Club not long after the presentation at the library. 

The Homemakers Club presentation on gay teens illustrates how rural 

LGBT advocacy or support networks see and project themselves as surro- 

gate parents and extended family. Members of these local groups, through 

the auspices of institutional infrastructures like the University of Kentucky 
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Cooperative Extension Service and other national nonprofit organizations 

such as PFLAG, are driven by concerns that local parents are not doing 

what needs to be done for young people. As Mary argued in her letter of 

complaint to the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service 

directors: 

T•lis education is needed. Families aren't father, mother, 2.5 children any- 

more. In counties all over Kentucky there are gay teens, and they have 

families and they need this education. These kids are killing themselves 

because no one understands or even will listen. As homemakers we are 

teachers, leaders in our community. This education is just as important 

if not more than some of the classes that have come down from UK to 

teach these clubs. 

Groups like the Homemakers Club are positioned by the state and 

their relationship to the local moral economy as a community's inter- 

nal response to local needs—an insider's efforts to improve or buffer 

the harsher conditions that affect the rural United States. For instance, 
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in 2004 the Grayson County Homemakers Club started a new program 

called Books for Babies. To promote literacy, they donated a new book 

to each baby born to a county family. Statewide, the KEHA clubs across 

rural Kentucky focused on the effects of domestic violence. Club mem- 

bers donated toiletries and other comfort items to shelters across the state 

to support women seeking respite from abusive partners. But as the lo- 

cal Extension Offce response to Mary Bird's program attests, community 

groups can just as easily be cast as bringing a disruptive outside influence 

into the community or, in this case, introducing topics that are out-of- 

bounds of local standards for sexuality and gender. 

Ironically, "local standards" are implemented through the apparatus of 

extralocal institutions. The University Extension manages its mission to 

be "locally driven" by distancing itself from ownership and control of lo- 

cal happenings. It structurally appears as a neutral party by employing a 

county resident to serve as its representative. At the same time, the Uni- 

versity Extension can advance its goals of "valuing diversity" and "educat- 

ing people to 

embrace change" through its funding opportunities. As 

this case of the Homemakers Club and the University Cooperative Exten- 

Sion Service shows, these negotiations of local values happen on a much 

broader scale than the local scene. This complicates drawing clean bound- 

aries between what is rural/local and what is not. 
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Conclusion 
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Anthropologist Kath Weston argues, "If . .. kinship is something people 

use to act as well as to think, then its transformations should have un 

. on the more modest stage of day-to-day life, where individuals 

folded . 

have actively engaged novel ideological distinctions and contested rep- 

resentations that would exclude them from kinship" (Weston 1991, 29). 

Weston was commenting on gays and lesbians reworking kinship cat- 

egories. In this case, however, true to Weston's broader assessment, the 

Homemakers Club members took the lead as moral entrepreneurs in their 

communities and used the powerful institution of the family to bridge the 

divide between queers as strangers and LGBT young people as local sons 

and daughters. 

Despite earnest efforts by powerful community gatekeepers and pop- 

ular representations to the contrary, rural LGBT people can come to be 

seen as locals to their communities. As the examples above illustrate, it 

takes brokering between familiarity and stranger status through the cat- 

egory of "family." It also requires individuals to mobilize interlocking lo- 

cal and extralocal organizational infrastructures—as the Berea College 

student lobbyists, PFLAG members, and the Homemakers Club did—to 

create LGBT visibility in rural communities. Ironically, rural activists and 

their allies, often stretched thin on resources because of a lack of queer 

critical mass, must carefully manage their image as "locals" to maintain 

their footing of familiarity in their own rural communities. This can 

be exhausting for an activist like Mary Bird who is driven by the logic 

of LGBT visibility to seek the same strides she made in an urban area 

with an already visible and sizable LGBT-identifying community fighting 
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alongside her. More broadly, the dominance of a politics of visibility in 

popular representations of LGBT people and in national LGBT organizing 

makes it diffcult for rural activists to see, let alone revel in, their accom- 

plishments. By all accounts, for example, the Berea College students' post- 

card campaign discussed at the beginning of this chapter proved to be a 

successful strategy for creating positive dialogue and recognition on their 

campus. '(I thought it was really cool that we not only got that much sup- 

port, but that everyone at the tables said they met so many other gay kids, 

or kids with gay relatives, or just people who know gay people here who 

are tired of someone like Napier saying we don't exist," said Dale, an ebul- 

lient white, gay and more recently genderqueer-identifying Berea College 

senior. Dale grew up in a sparsely populated Kentucky county surrounded 
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almost exclusively by an extended family uneasy with his love of home 

economics. Even though, at the age of 16, he came out to his family as gay 

and felt accepted by them, Dale had never before experienced such a pub- 

lic sense of affrmation like that generated by the Berea students' tabling 

efforts. 

Yes, the postcard campaign gathered hard evidence that rural LGBT 

people existed and therefore had a right to legislative representation. But, 

like the Homemakers Club forum on gay teens at the local library, it also 

created a venue, albeit contingent and temporary, for youth to experi- 

ence a scale of public recognition and local belonging that they would 

likely not receive through legislative action in Kentucky any time soon. 
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Arguably, directing political and social energy at legislative action misses 

the mark altogether. Political theorist Wendy Brown, for example, con- 

tends that "legally and politically codifying justice as matters of protec- 

tion, prosecution, and regulation tends to turn us away from 'practicing' 

freedom" (Brown 1995, 21 n. 38). Beyond the steps of the State Capitol, 

strategies of LGBT visibility face tough competition in places unified by 

conditions of poverty and disenfranchisement that leave them structurally 

reliant on a myth of familiarity. Appeals for recognition and prioritization 

of queer difference can only take rural LGBT activists so far and come 

at a cost. The Homemakers Club experience of hosting an informational 

event about gay youth shows that the notion of family can help LGBT 

and questioning young people navigate and suture their familiar-stranger 

status. A family structure grafted onto community-based and nongov- 

ernmental organizations can also ameliorate tensions between national 

nonprofit-driven LGBT political agendas and local models of community 

organizing. 

The Homemakers Club story illustrates the struggle to make LGBT 

identities fit in rural places and how important families are to this work. 

Families have legitimacy as "real locals" and the imagined progenitors 

carrying forward the myth of continuity and familiarity so central to rural 

life. Families can transform or diminish the stranger status assigned to 

LGBT-identifying young people by popular media and moral crusaders 

hostile to their cause more than politicians ever have or will. But familiar- 

ity can only take the politics of LGBT visibility so far, depending deeply 

on the local venues available for that work. This chapter focused on the 

family as a strategic metaphor to turn inside out the idea that youth lay 
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claim to LGBT identities or find queer visibility alone, in the privacy of 

their homes among family. To the contrary, the cases discussed above 
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illustrate how public youth negotiations of the politics of LGBT visibil- 

ity are. This work does demand "family" in rural communities. It draws 

on the very public uses of a rhetoric of family that already circulates and 

dominates in rural settings. The remaining chapters turn to the public na- 

ture of such visibility projects and the landscapes they traverse. 


